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A Scary Night
 
It was raining heavily
and the wind was blowing with an extreme speed
It was dark outside
and the leaves of trees where making a scary noise as if dancing in the terror
The window of my room was located just above my bed location
As I looked outside the window, lying on my bed,
suddenly the window got unlatched and got closed with a bang
It scared me
I pulled my blanket over my face, shaking in terror
After sometime I felt sweating inside
so I came out of the blanket
I just had a nap and suddenly it started thundering
as a result I woke up in terror and loneliness and curtained the window
Huh! I sighed and tried to sleep back again
as I was about  to sleep
a cloud bursted making an extreme sound as if  of a bomb blast
I stood up shouting
Dad! Dad! Please save me!
And my dad came running to my room and held me in his arms, wiping my tears
and telling me that I am a strong girl
As he hugged me
I felt every loneliness and terror vanishing away
I smiled and went to a sound sleep
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The Best Ever Sleep
 
When you wake up by the sunshine falling on your eyes,
you smile for its Friendship Day
Looking outside the window you could feel your friend near even if its far away
from you
You close your eyes for a moment and whisper, I miss you
Looking at the sky and wondering that one of the cloud might had passed over
your friends head
You feel overwhelmed with tears shining in your eyes
You could hear those beautiful voices of birds reverberating everywhere
You search for a hint in nature's beauty that your friend wants to tell you
And suddenly you see a pigeon on the rooftop as if singing a song for you
Thus you conclude it by saying and believing, it might be your friend's message
to wish you a Happy Friendship Day
U smile and get back to sleep
and that's The Best Ever Sleep in the world
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What Was Our Fault Then
 
Becoming friends wasn't our fault,
They were our stupid hearts who wanted  to be so
Loving each other wasn't our fault,
They were again our stupid hearts who fell for each other
Kissing each other wasn't our fault,
It was the fault of our stupid brain
And what actually our fault was,
you broke my trust, I kept loving you
you broke my heart, I kept mending yours
you left with her and I was left no where
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